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Abstract
We extend the results of Schapira and Schneiders [12] on relative reg-
ularity, finiteness and duality (in the smooth case) of elliptic pairs to the
framework of D [[~]]-modules and constructible sheaves of C[[~]]-modules.
Introduction
The notion of elliptic pair goes back to [12], where the authors consider a mor-
phism of complex analytic manifolds f : X −→ Y and say that a coherent DX -
module M and an R-constructible sheaf of C-modules F form an f -elliptic pair
if the f -characteristic variety of M and the micro-support of F do not intersect
outside the zero-section of the cotangent bundle T ∗X .
Consider the constant map aX : X −→ {pt}. If X is the complexification of
a real analytic manifold M and M is an elliptic system on M , then (M ,CM )
is an aX -elliptic pair. Elliptic pairs can thus be regarded as a generalization of
elliptic systems. The functorial properties of elliptic pairs are studied in [12],
where theorems of regularity, finiteness and duality are proved for these objects.
As the authors point out, such theorems generalize several classical results of
DX -modules theory, complex analytic geometry and elliptic systems theory.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the main results of [12] to the frame-
work of modules over the ring DX [[~]], the ring of differential operators with
a formal parameter ~. This ring appeared first in [7] as an example of an
algebra of formal deformation. Therefore, the machinery developed in [7] to
perform the study of deformation-quantization modules also apply to the study
of D [[~]]-modules. Such study has been performed in [1] and [9].
Denote by C[[~]] the ring of formal power series on C. Consider the right
exact functor that maps each sheaf of C[[~]]-modules F to F/~F regarded as a
sheaf of C-modules. Consider also its left derived functor denoted by gr~.
In this work we introduce the notion of f -elliptic pair over C[[~]] in a natural
way: if M is a coherent DX [[~]]-module and F is an R-constructible sheaf
∗The research of the author was supported by Fundac¸a˜o para a Cieˆncia e Tecnologia and
by Fundac¸a˜o Calouste Gulbenkian (Programa Est´ımulo a` Investigac¸a˜o).
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of C[[~]]-modules, then (M , F ) is an f -elliptic pair over C[[~]] if and only if
(gr~(M ), gr~(F )) is an elliptic pair in the sense of [12]. This allow us to prove
theorems for f -elliptic pairs over C[[~]] using properties of gr~ given by [7] to
reduce the proofs to the theorems of [12].
Let us mention our main results. In Theorems 3.1 and 3.7 we prove regularity
properties for f -elliptic pairs over C[[~]]. These regularity theorems generalize
a classical regularity property of elliptic systems in the real analytic setting:
the complex of real analytic solutions of an elliptic system is isomorphic to the
complex of hyperfunctions solutions.
In Theorem 3.9 we use the regularity of f -elliptic pairs over C[[~]] to give
a finiteness criteria. Denote by f
!,~
the proper direct image in the framework
of DX [[~]]-modules introduced in [9]. The statement of the theorem is the
following: given an f -elliptic pair (M , F ), such that f is proper when restricted
to supp(M ) ∩ supp(F ) and such that M is good, then the cohomologies of the
direct image f
!,~
(M
L
⊗
DX [[~]]
F ) are coherent over DY [[~]].
In Theorem 3.16 we prove a duality result in the case of a smooth morphism.
It states that the direct image and the duality functor for DX [[~]]-modules
commute when applied to f -elliptic pairs that satisfy the finiteness criteria.
The reason why we must restrict to the smooth case is that two fundamental
properties hold in this case: the transfer module is coherent over DX [[~]] and the
extension rings f−1(DX [[~]]) and (f
−1DX)[[~]] are isomorphic. These properties
are necessary to our construction of the duality morphism. We note that the
smooth case includes the interesting case f = aX .
In the last part of the paper we illustrate our results in some particular cases.
For example, in the case where X is the complexification of a real analytic man-
ifold M , we obtain regularity, finiteness and duality properties on the sheaves
of formal analytic functions and formal hyperfunctions on M .
Acknowledgments. We thank Pierre Schapira for proposing the subject of
this paper and for making useful remarks and suggestions. We thank Teresa
Monteiro Fernandes for her supervision, helpful discussions and constant incen-
tive. We also thank Ana Rita Martins for her comments.
1 Complements on formal extensions.
In view of our purpose it suffices to work on the complex analytic setting,
although some results hold in a more general situation. In the sequel X denotes
a complex analytic manifold of dimension dX .
We follow the notations of [5]. Namely, if R is a sheaf of rings on X , we
denote by Mod(R) the category of left R-modules and by Db(R) the bounded
derived category of Mod(R). If R is coherent, we denote by Modcoh(R) the
full abelian subcategory of Mod(R) of coherent objects and by Dbcoh(R) the full
triangulated subcategory of Db(R) of objects with coherent cohomology groups.
In the sequel, when the base ring is C we may omit it.
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Let R0 denote a sheaf of CX -algebras onX and setR:=R0[[~]] = Πn≥0R0~
n.
Then R is a sheaf of algebras over the ring C[[~]], the ring of formal power series
with complex coefficients. One uses the abbreviation C~ := C[[~]].
Consider the following left exact functor studied in [1]:
( • )~ : Mod(R0) −→ Mod(R) (1.1)
N −→ N ~ := N [[~]] = lim
←−
n≥0
(N ⊗
R0
R/~n+1R).
Recall that the sections of N ~ on an open subset of X are formal power series
of sections of N on the same open subset.
One denotes by ( • )R~ : Db(R0) −→ D
b(R) the right derived functor of ( • )~.
For each F ∈ Db(R0), F
R~ is called the formal extension of F .
One says that F ∈Mod(R0) is ~-acyclic if F
R~ ≃ F ~.
Proposition 1.1 ([1], Proposition 2.5). Let N ∈ Mod(R0) and suppose that
B is either a basis of open subsets of X, or a basis of compact subsets, such that
Hj(S;N ) = 0 for all j > 0 and all S ∈ B. Then, N is ~-acyclic.
From now on assume that R0 is an ~-acyclic CX -algebra.
Lemma 1.2. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds and assume
that (f−1R0)
~ ≃ f−1R. Then, for each N ∈ Db(f−1R0), we have a canonical
morphism in Db(R):
Rf!(N
R~) −→ Rf!(N )
R~.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.1 of [1] and formula (2.6.26) of [5] we have in Db(R):
Rf!(N
R~) ≃ Rf!RHomf−1R0(f
−1(Rloc/~R),N )
−→ RHom
R0
(Rf∗f
−1(Rloc/~R),Rf!N )
−→ RHom
R0
(Rloc/~R,Rf!N ) ≃ (Rf!N )
R~.
Consider also the right exact functor that maps each M ∈ Mod(R) into
M /~M ∈Mod(R0). We shall use its left derived functor
gr~ : D
b(R) −→ Db(R0), M −→ gr~(M ) := M
L
⊗
R
R0
which was studied in detail in [7]. Recall that gr~ commutes with tensor prod-
ucts, with RHom and also with direct images, proper direct images and inverse
images of sheaves. Recall also that M ∈ Mod(R) has no ~-torsion if gr~(M ) is
concentrated in degree 0, that is, if ~ : M −→ M is injective.
One says that M ∈ Mod(R) is ~-complete if the canonical morphism M −→
lim
←−n
M /~n+1M is an isomorphism. Set Rloc := C((~))X ⊗C~
X
R, where C((~))
denotes the field of Laurent series with complex coefficients. One says that
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M ∈ D(R) is cohomologically complete if RHom
R
(Rloc,M ) = 0. The notions
of ~-complete object and cohomologically complete object don’t depend on the
base ring.
We refer [7] for a comprehensive study of cohomologically complete objects.
Let us just mention some facts that we shall use in the sequel: gr~ is con-
servative when restricted to the triangulated subcategory of Db(R) consisting
of cohomologically complete objects (cf. Corollary 1.5.9 of [7]) and N R~ is
cohomologically complete for every N ∈ Db(R0) (cf. Proposition 1.2 of [1]).
In view of Proposition 1.5 below let us fix a morphism of complex analytic
manifolds f : X −→ Y and let R0 be an ~-acyclic C
~-algebra on Y .
Remark 1.3. There is a canonical morphism of sheaves of C~-algebras f−1R =
f−1R~0 −→ (f
−1R0)
~ induced by the morphisms
f−1R~0 −→ f
−1(R0 ⊗C
~
Y /~
n+1
C
~
Y ) ≃ f
−1
R0 ⊗C
~
X/~
n+1
C
~
X ,
and by the universal property of projective limits. Hence, there is a canonical
functor F ∈ Mod((f−1R0)
~) 7→ F ∈ Mod(f−1(R~0 )).
Assumption 1.4. There exists a basis B either of open subsets of Y or of
compact subsets of Y such that Hj(S;R0) = 0, for all j > 0 and for all S ∈ B.
Proposition 1.5. Suppose that f : X −→ Y is smooth and that R0 verifies
Assumption 1.4. Then f−1R ∼−−→ (f−1R0)
h.
Proof. Consider the canonical morphism from Remark 1.3. Note that the corre-
sponding canonical morphism gr~(f
−1R) −→ gr~((f
−1R0)
~) is an isomorphism,
since one has gr~(f
−1R) ≃ gr~((f
−1R0)
~) ≃ f−1R0. Hence, in view of [7, Cor.
1.5.9], it suffices to show that both f−1R and (f−1R0)
~ are cohomologically
complete objects.
The ring R ≃ RR~0 is cohomologically complete. Since f is smooth, R is
non-characteristic for f and f−1R is cohomologically complete by Proposition
1.14 of [9].
We shall use Proposition 1.1 to prove that (f−1R0)
R~ is concentrated in
degree 0, thus (f−1R0)
~ is cohomologically complete.
The result is now checked locally, so we can assume that X = X ′ × Y and
that f : X −→ Y is the canonical projection.
Let us consider the case where B is a basis of open subsets of Y . It is
enough to show that there exists a basis B′ of open subsets of X ′× Y such that
Hj(S′, f−1R0) = 0 for all j > 0 and all S
′ ∈ B′.
Consider the basis B′ formed by the open sets V ′×V ⊂ X ′×Y such that V ′
is an open ball of X ′ (hence, contractible) and V ∈ B. We are in the conditions
to apply [5, Proposition 2.7.8]. Hence, for any j > 0 one has:
Hj(V ′ × V, f−1R0) ≃ H
j(f−1|
V ′×V
(V ), f−1|
V ′×V
R0|V ) ≃ H
j(V,R0|V ) = 0.
The case where B is a basis of compact subsets of X is similar, taking closed
balls on X ′ instead of open balls.
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R-constructible sheaves of C[[~]-modules. As usual denote by SS(F ) the
micro-support of an object F ∈ Db(C~X), a closed involutive subset of the cotan-
gent bundle T ∗X . One has the estimative SS(gr~(F )) ⊂ SS(F ). The equality
SS(gr~(F )) = SS(F ) holds if F is cohomologically complete (cf. Proposition
1.15 of [1]), then in such case one also has supp(F ) = supp(gr~(F )).
Let K be either C or C~. One denotes by Db
R−c(KX) the bounded derived
category of sheaves of K-modules with R-constructible cohomology.
Consider the constant map aX : X −→ {pt} and denote by ω
K
X the dualizing
sheaf in the category Db(KX). Recall that one has ω
K
X ≃ a
!
XK ≃ KX [2dX ].
We shall use the duality functors below:
D′KX : D
b(KX) −→ D
b(KX), F 7→ RHomKX (F,KX),
DKX : D
b(KX) −→ D
b(KX), F 7→ RHomKX (F, ω
K
X).
They induce functors D′
KX
,DKX : D
b
R−c(KX) −→ D
b
R−c(KX) which satisfy the
microlocal relation: SS(D′
KX
F ) = SS(DKXF ) = SS(F )
a, where a denotes the
opposite map on T ∗X .
Any F ∈ Db
R−c(C
~
X) is cohomologically complete by Proposition 1.6 of [1].
Hence, gr~ : D
b
R−c(C
~
X) −→ D
b(CX) is conservative and preserves the micro-
support. It is also known that R-constructible sheaves are ~-acyclic (Corollary
2.6 of [1]).
The next proposition shows that F ~ ⊗
C~
X
• is an exact functor in Mod(C~X)
for each F ∈ModR−c(CX).
Proposition 1.6. Let F ∈ Db
R−c(CX). Then we have F
R~ ≃ F ⊗C~X .
Proof. First we remark that by replacing F with an almost free resolution of
F (in the sense of the Appendix of [6]) one easily reduces the proof to the case
F = CU , U being an open subanalytic relatively compact subset of X . This
reduction uses the fact that R-constructible sheaves are ~-acyclic.
Therefore, it is enough to note that for each open subanalytic subset U we
have a canonical isomorphism:
CU ⊗C
~
X
∼−−→ C~U .
In fact, the stalks (CU ⊗C
~
X)x and (C
~
U )x are both isomorphic to C
~ if x ∈ U ,
and both vanish if x /∈ U .
As a consequence of Proposition 1.6 above and Lemma 1.9 of [1], we have:
Corollary 1.7. For F ∈ Db
R−c(CX) and G ∈ D
b(CX), there are isomorphisms
in Db(C~X):
(i) RHom
C~
X
(FR~, GR~) ≃ (RHom (F,G))R~
(ii) FR~
L
⊗
C~
X
GR~ ≃ F ⊗GR~.
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2 Elliptic pairs over C[[~]]
D [[~]]-modules. Let OX , ΩX and DX denote the ring of holomorphic func-
tions on X , the sheaf of holomorphic forms of maximal degree on X , and the
ring of linear differential holomorphic operators on X , respectively.
As usual, Modgd(DX) denotes the full subcategory of Modcoh(DX) consist-
ing of good DX -modules (in the sense of [4]) and D
b
gd(DX) denotes the full
subcategory of Dbcoh(DX) consisting of objects with good cohomology.
An object M ∈ Dbcoh(D
~
X) is said to be good if gr~(M ) ∈ D
b
gd(DX). Denote
by Dbgd(D
~
X) the full triangulated subcategory of D
b
coh(D
~
X) consisting of good
objects.
We shall use the duality functors below:
D~,X : D
b((D~X)
op
) −→ Db((D~X)
op
), M 7→ RHom
D~
X
(M ,ΩX [dX ]⊗OX D
~
X)
D′~,X : D
b(D~X) −→ D
b((D~X)
op
), M 7→ RHom
D~
X
(M ,DX).
Denote also by DX and D
′
X their counterparts for D-modules.
The rings D~X and D
~
X
op
are algebras of formal deformation in the sense of [7]
and the machinery developed in loc. cit. apply to the study of D~X -modules.
In particular, objects belonging to Dbcoh(D
~
X) are cohomologically complete and
Theorem 1.6.4 of [7] provide a useful coherence criteria for D~X -modules. Recall
also that coherent DX -modules are ~-acyclic (cf. Corollary 2.6 of [1]).
In the sequel most of our results are stated for right D~X -modules but one
can get similar results for left D~X -modules. Indeed, the category of left D
~
X -
modules and the category of right D~X -modules are equivalent. Hence, we don’t
need to distinguish left and right D~-modules.
Direct images. From now on, f : X −→ Y denotes a complex morphism
between two complex analytic manifolds of dimensions dX and dY , respectively.
Consider the usual transfer-module DX−→Y := OX ⊗f−1OY f
−1DY with its
structure of (DX , f
−1DY )-bimodule. Denote by f∗ and f ! the functors of direct
image and proper direct image in the D-modules framework.
Set
DX−→Y,~ := lim←−
n
(OX ⊗f−1OY f
−1(D~Y /~
n+1
D
~
Y )).
Since each component of the projective limit has a natural structure of ~-torsion
(D~X , f
−1D~Y )-bimodule, then DX−→Y,~ is also a (D
~
X , f
−1D~Y )-bimodule. Here-
after, when there is no risk of confusion, we use the following abbreviations:
K~ := DX−→Y,~ and K := DX−→Y .
Note that K ~ is also a (D~X , f
−1D~Y )-bimodule (cf. Remark 1.3) and one
has an isomorphism of bimodules K~ ≃ K
~. Moreover, K~ ≃ K
R~ is co-
homologically complete, free of ~-torsion and gr~(K~) ≃ K (Proposition 4.5
of [9]).
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The direct image functor and the proper direct image functor in the frame-
work of D~-modules are denoted respectively by f
∗,~
and f
!,~
and defined by:
f
∗,~
: Db(D~X) −→ D
b(D~Y ), M 7→ Rf∗(M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~);
f
!,~
: Db(D~X) −→ D
b(D~Y ), M 7→ Rf!(M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~).
Direct images for D~-modules are introduced in [9] (where the transfer module
in the ~-setting is simply denoted by K).
Clearly, for M ∈ Db(D~X) the isomorphisms gr~(f∗,~(M )) ≃ f∗(gr~(M ))
and gr~(f !,~(M )) ≃ f !(gr~(M )) hold.
f-characteristic variety. Following [12], the f -characteristic variety of M ∈
D
b
coh(DX), denoted by charf (M ), is a closed conic analytic subvariety of T
∗X
depending on f and satisfying the formula
SS(M
L
⊗
DX
K ) ⊂ charf (M ). (2.1)
Note that charaX is the usual characteristic variety of M , denoted simply
by char(M ). In this case, the inclusion (2.1) gives the well-known estima-
tive: SS(Sol(M )) ⊂ char(M ). Here Sol denotes the solutions functor in the
D-module framework, whose counterpart in the D~-modules framework is the
functor Sol~ studied in [1]:
Sol~ : D
b
coh(D
~
X)
op −→ Db(C~X), M 7→ RHomD~
X
(M ,O~X).
Definition 2.1. The f -characteristic variety of M ∈ Dbcoh(D
~
X) is denoted by
charf,~(M ) and defined by charf,~(M ) := charf (gr~(M )).
For any M ∈ Dbcoh(D
~
X), charaX ,~(M ) coincides with the characteristic va-
riety of M denoted by char~(M ).
Lemma 2.2. For any M ∈ Dbcoh(D
~
X), we have SS(M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~) ⊂ charf,~(M ).
Proof. Since M is coherent and K~ is cohomologically complete, M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~ is
also cohomologically complete by Proposition 1.6.5 of [7]. Hence,
SS(M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~) = SS(gr~(M )
L
⊗
DX
K ).
Therefore, the result follows from estimative (2.1).
We remark that SS(Sol~(M )) = char~(M ) is already proved in [1].
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Elliptic pairs.
Definition 2.3. A pair (M , F ) with M ∈ Dbcoh(D
~
X
op
) and F ∈ Db
R−c(C
~
X)
is an f -elliptic pair over C~ if charf,~(M ) ∩ SS(F ) ⊂ T
∗
XX . If in addition
M ∈ Dbgd(D
~
X
op
), then (M , F ) is said a good f -elliptic pair over C~. The
support of the pair (M , F ) is the intersection supp(M ) ∩ supp(F ).
Since gr~ preserves the micro-support of R-constructible sheaves and the
characteristic variety of coherent D~-modules we have:
Proposition 2.4. A pair (M , F ) is an f -elliptic pair over C~ if and only if
(gr~(M ), gr~(F )) is an f -elliptic pair over C (in the sense of [12]).
If (M , F ) is an f -elliptic pair over C~, then (D~,XM ,D
′
C~
X
F ) is also an
f -elliptic pair over C~, the dual f -elliptic pair of (M , F ).
Assume that X is the complexification of a real analytic manifold M .
Definition 2.5. We say that a coherent D~X -module M is an elliptic D
~
X -
module if (M ,C~M ) is an aX -elliptic pair over C
~. We say that an operator
P ∈ D~X is an elliptic operator if D
~
X/D
~
XP is an elliptic D
~
X -module.
In other words, M ∈ Modcoh(D
~
X) is elliptic if char~(M ) ∩ T
∗
MX ⊂ T
∗
XX .
Moreover, one deduces from Lemma 3.5 of [1] that P ∈ D~X is elliptic if and
only if it is locally written as P = P0+~P
′ for some P ′ ∈ D~X and P0 an elliptic
operator in the classical sense. Take a system of holomorphic coordinates (x; η)
on T ∗X . P0 is elliptic if its principal symbol satisfies σ(P0)((x; iη)) 6= 0 for
η 6= 0. Take, for example, X = Cn, M = Rn and denote by ∆ the Laplace
operator. Then, P = ∆+ ~P ′ is elliptic for any P ′ ∈ D~X .
The meaning of elliptic pairs on the real analytic setting illustrates why one
can regard the theory of elliptic pairs (over C~) as a natural generalization of
the theory of elliptic systems on real analytic manifolds.
3 Theorems on elliptic pairs over C[[~]]
Regularity theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let (M , F ) be an elliptic pair over C~. Then, the natural
morphism below is an isomorphism in Db(C~X):
F
L
⊗
C~
X
(M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~) −→ RHomC~
X
(D′
C~
X
F,M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~) (3.1)
Proof. The morphism (3.1) is induced by the isomorphism F ≃ D′
C~
X
D′
C~
X
F and
by the canonical morphism:
D′
C~
X
D′
C~
X
F
L
⊗
C~
X
(M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~) −→ RHomC~
X
(D′
C~
X
F,M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~).
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Note that D′
C~
X
F has R-constructible cohomology and SS(D′
C~
X
F ) = SS(F )a.
The transversality condition on the pair (M , F ) together with Lemma 2.2 entail:
SS(M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~) ∩ SS(D
′
C~
X
F )a ⊂ T ∗XX.
The conclusion follows by Proposition 5.4.14 of [5].
Remark 3.2. The isomorphism (3.1) is written in the following form in terms
of left D~X -modules:
RHom
D~
X
(M ,D′
C~
F
L
⊗
C~
X
K~) ∼−−→ RHomD~
X
(M ,RHom
C~
X
(F,K~)).
We want to refine the regularity property in the case where F is the formal
extension of an object in Db
R−c(CX). Let us start with some auxiliar results.
Lemma 3.3. Let F,G ∈Mod(CX). There is a natural morphism in Mod(C
~
X):
F ⊗G~ −→ (F ⊗G)~. (3.2)
Proof. It is enough to note that there is a projective system of morphisms
F ⊗G~ −→ F ⊗ (G⊗ (C~/~n+1C~)) ∼−−→ (F ⊗G)⊗ (C~/~n+1C~).
Lemma 3.4. Let F,G ∈ Db(CX). Then there is a natural bifunctorial mor-
phism in Db(C~X):
F ⊗GR~ −→ (F ⊗G)R~. (3.3)
Proof. (i) First, fix F ∈Mod(CX) and consider the two functors from Mod(CX)
to Mod(C~X): θ1 : G 7→ F ⊗G
~ and θ2 : G 7→ (F ⊗G)
~. By Lemma 3.3, there
is a morphism of functors u : θ1 −→ θ2. Since both functors are left exact, this
morphism u extends to the derived functors and we get the morphism (3.3) for
a fixed F ∈ModR−c(CX).
(ii) Now let us fix G ∈ Db(CX) and consider the two functors from Mod(CX) to
D
b(C~X): λ1 : F 7→ F ⊗G
R~ and λ2 : F 7→ (F ⊗G)
R~. By (i) there exists a mor-
phism of functors v : λ1 −→ λ2. Both functors extend naturally to the category
of bounded complexes Cb(Mod(CX)) and send complexes quasi-isomorphic to
zero to objects isomorphic to zero in Db(C~X). Hence, both functors extend to
D
b(CX) as well as the morphism of functors v.
Lemma 3.5. For F,G ∈ Db(CX), we have a commutative diagram in D
b(C~X):
D′F ⊗GR~ //
((P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
(D′F ⊗G)R~

RHom (F,G)R~,
(3.4)
such that the morphism in the horizontal arrow is the one given by Lemma 3.4.
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Proof. The oblique arrow is the composition of two canonical morphisms:
RHom (F,C) ⊗GR~ −→ RHom (F,GR~) ∼−−→ RHom (F,G)R~.
The vertical arrow is defined by applying the functor ( • )R~ to the canonical
morphism RHom (F,C) ⊗G −→ RHom (F,G). The commutativity of the dia-
gram is obvious.
Remark 3.6. Assuming that G ∈ Mod(D~X) in Lemma 3.3, then the mor-
phism (3.2) is D~X -linear. Similarly, if G ∈ D
b(D~X), then the morphism (3.3) is
a morphism in Db(D~X) and the diagram in Lemma 3.5 is a commutative diagram
in Db(D~X). In the sequel we shall use such diagram in the case G = K~.
Theorem 3.7. Let F ∈ Db
R−c(CX) and suppose that (M , F
~) is an f -elliptic
pair over C~. Then there is a commutative diagram of isomorphisms in Db(C~X):
RHom
D~
X
(M ,D′
C~
X
F ~
L
⊗
C~
X
K~)
∼
//
∼
++❱❱
❱
❱❱
❱
❱❱
❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱
❱❱
❱
❱❱
RHom
D~
X
(M , (D′F ⊗K )R~)
∼

RHom
D~
X
(M ,RHom (F,K )R~).
(3.5)
Proof. First note that we obtain the diagram (3.5) by applying the functor
RHom
D~
X
(M , • ) to the commutative diagram provided by Lemma 3.5:
D′F ⊗K~ //
((P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
(D′F ⊗K )R~

RHom (F,K )R~.
We also use the fact that D′
C~
X
F ~
L
⊗
C~
X
K~ is isomorphic to D
′F ⊗K~.
Note that the oblique arrow is an isomorphism since it is the composition of
two canonical isomorphisms:
RHom
D~
X
(M ,D′
C~
X
F ~
L
⊗
C~
X
K~) ∼−−→ RHomD~
X
(M ,RHom
C~
X
(F ~,K~))
∼−−→ RHom
D~
X
(M ,RHom (F,K~)
R~),
The first one results from applying the regularity theorem 3.1 to the f -elliptic
pair (M , F ~) (see also Remark 3.2) and the second isomorphism results from
Lemma 1.7.
The vertical arrow is also an isomorphism in Db(C~X). In fact, we conclude
from [7, Prop. 1.5.10] and [1, Prop. 2.2] that the objects on both sides of the
vertical arrow are cohomologically complete. Hence, since gr~ is conservative
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on cohomologically complete objects, it is enough to prove that the canonical
morphism below is an isomorphism:
RHom
DX
(gr~(M ),D
′F ⊗K ) −→ RHom
DX
(gr~(M ),RHom (F,K )). (3.6)
In fact, (gr~(M ), F ) is an f -elliptic pair over C and the morphism (2.2) is pre-
cisely the regularity isomorphism for elliptic pairs over C applied to (gr~(M ), F )
(see Theorem 2.15 of [12]).
We have proved that the oblique and vertical arrows in diagram (3.5) are
isomorphisms. The commutativity of the diagram allow us to conclude that the
horizontal arrow is also an isomorphism.
Using the functorial properties of ( • )R~ we also get:
Corollary 3.8. Let (M , F ) be an f -elliptic pair over C. Then, (M ~, F ~) is
an f -elliptic pair over C~ and there are canonical isomorphisms in Db(C~X):
RHom
D~
X
(M ~,D′
C~
X
F ~
L
⊗
C~
X
K~) ≃ RHomDX (M ,D
′F ⊗K )R~
≃ RHom
DX
(M ,RHom
CX
(F,K ))R~.
Finiteness theorem.
Theorem 3.9. Let (M , F ) be a good f -elliptic pair over C~ and suppose that
f is proper when restricted to the support of (M , F ). Then, f
!,~
(M
L
⊗
C~
X
F ) is
an object of Dbgd(D
~
Y ).
Proof. Note that by Theorem 1.6.4 of [7] it suffices to prove that:
(i) f
!,~
(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M ) is cohomologically complete;
(ii) gr~(f !,~(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M )) is an object of Dbgd(D
~
Y ).
Set L :=(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M )
L
⊗
D~
X
K~. The regularity theorem 3.1 yields the isomorphism:
L ≃ RHom
D~
X
(D′
C~
X
F,M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~).
Since M
L
⊗
D~
X
K~ is cohomologically complete, L is also cohomologically com-
plete in view of Propositions 1.5.10 of [7]. Finally, f
!,~
(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M ) = Rf!(L )
is cohomologically complete by Proposition 1.5.12 of [7] and since Rf∗ and Rf!
coincide by the hypothesis on the support.
On the other hand, note that (gr~(M ), gr~(F )) is an f -elliptic pair over C
that satisfies the conditions of the finiteness theorem for elliptic pairs over C.
Hence, gr~(f !,~(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M )) ≃ f
!
(gr~(F ) ⊗ gr~(M )) is an object of D
b
gd(DY ) by
Theorem 4.2. of [12].
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Duality theorem. The results in this paragraph are obtained assuming that
f : X −→ Y is a smooth morphism of complex manifolds.
Proposition 3.10. If f : X −→ Y is smooth, then f−1D~Y ≃ (f
−1DY )
~.
Proof. This is a particular case of Proposition 1.5 choosing for B the family of
compact Stein subsets of Y .
The rings f−1D~Y and (f
−1DY )
~ are not isomorphic in general: if i : Y →֒ X
is the embedding of a closed submanifold of dimension dY < dX , then i
−1D~X −→
(i−1DX)
~ is a monomorphism which is not an epimorphism.
Note that in the smooth case K~ is a coherent left D
~
X -module. Hence, for
any coherent right D~X -module M , one has:
M ⊗
D~
X
K
~ ≃ M ⊗
D~
X
(D~X ⊗DX K ) ≃ M ⊗DX K . (3.7)
By the isomorphisms in (3.7), the objectM⊗
DX
K has a structure of f−1(D~Y
op
)-
module. Passing to the derived category and applying Rf!, one concludes that
f
!
(M ) is an object of Db(D~Y
op
) and that it is isomorphic to f
!,~
(M ) for any
M ∈ Dbcoh(D
~
X
op
). In other words, the direct image of M in the ~-setting
coincides with its direct image as a D-module. We use this fact in the sequel.
Lemma 3.11. Let M ∈ Dbcoh(D
op
X ). There is a morphism f !,~(M
~) −→ f
!
(M )R~
in Db(D~Y
op
).
Proof. First note that we have a chain of isomorphisms in Db(f−1D~Y
op
):
M
~
L
⊗
DX
K ≃ M ~
L
⊗
DX
D′XD
′
XK
≃ RHom
DX
(D′XK ,M~)
≃ RHom
DX
(D′XK ,M )
R~.
The first and second isomorphisms follow from the coherence of K over DX .
The third follows from the properties of ( • )R~ (Lemma 2.3 of [1]).
Applying Rf! we get the following isomorphism in D
b(DopY ):
f
!,~
(M ~) ≃ Rf!((M
L
⊗
DX
K )R~).
Finally, Lemma 1.2 entails the following morphism in Db(D~Y
op
):
f
!,~
(M ~) −→ Rf!((M
L
⊗
DX
K ))R~ = f
!
(M )R~.
If M is a right (DX ,DX)-bimodule, its direct image as a bimodule is the
object in the derived category Db(DopY ⊗D
op
Y ) defined by:
f
!
(M ) := Rf!((M
L
⊗
DX
K )
L
⊗
DX
K ).
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In particular ΩX⊗OX DX is a right (DX ,DX)-bimodule and one has the so-called
differential trace morphism in Db(DopY ⊗D
op
Y ):
trf : f
!
(ΩX [dX ]⊗OX DX) −→ ΩY [dY ]⊗OY DY . (3.8)
Note that if M is a right (D~X ,D
~
X)-bimodule then f
!,~
(M ) := f
!
(M ) is an
object of Db(D~Y
op
⊗
C~
D~Y
op
).
Proposition 3.12. The morphism f induces a differential trace morphism in
the derived category Db(D~Y
op
⊗
C~
D~Y
op
):
trf,~ : f
!,~
(ΩX [dX ]⊗OX D
~
X) −→ ΩY [dY ]⊗OY D
~
Y .
Proof. We have the following isomorphisms in Db(D~Y
op
⊗
C~
D~Y
op
):
f
!,~
(ΩX [dX ]⊗OX D
~
X) ≃ f !,~(ΩX [dX ]⊗OX K~)
≃ f
!,~
((ΩX [dX ]⊗OX K )
~)
The first one results from the associativity of tensor products. The second one
results from ΩX [dX ]⊗OX K~ ≃ (ΩX [dX ]⊗OX K )
~.
The morphism trf,~ is then constructed composing the morphisms below:
f
!,~
((ΩX [dX ]⊗OX K )
~) −→ f
!
(ΩX [dX ]⊗OX K )
R~ −→ ΩY [dY ]⊗OY D
~
Y .
The first morphism is an application of Lemma 3.11 which, in this case, preserves
the bimodule structures involved. The second morphism is the formal extension
of the classical trace morphism (3.8).
Remark 3.13. Consider the absolute case f = aX . In this case one gets
K~ ≃ O
~
X and the following isomorphisms hold in D
b(C~):
aX
!,~
(ΩX [dX ]⊗OX D
~
X) ≃ RΓc(X ;C
~
X [2dX ]) ≃ RΓc(X ;ω
~
X).
Thus, the trace morphism traX ,~ coincides with the morphism RΓc(X,ω
~
X) −→
C
~ induced by the natural transformation RaX !a
!
X −→ id.
Lemma 3.14. Let M ∈ Db(D~X
op
). We have a canonical morphism in Db(D~Y
op
):
f
!,~
(D~,XM ) −→ D~,Y (f !,~M ). (3.9)
Proof. First note that there is a basis change morphism in Db(D~Y
op
):
f
!,~
(D~,X(M )) ≃ Rf!(RHomD~
X
(M ,ΩX [dX ]⊗OX K~))
−→ RHom
D~
Y
(Rf!(M
L
⊗
DX
K ),Rf!((ΩX [dX ]⊗OX K~)
L
⊗
DX
K ))
≃ RHom
D~
Y
(f
!,~
(M ), f
!,~
(ΩX [dX ]⊗OX D
h
X)).
We obtain (3.9) composing the above morphism with the morphism induced by
Proposition 3.12 on the second term of the RHom .
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Corollary 3.15. For M ∈ Db(D~X
op
) and F ∈ Db(C~X), there is a canonical
morphism in Db(D~Y
op
):
f
!,~
(D′
C~
X
F
L
⊗
C~
X
D~,X(M )) −→ D~,Y (f !,~(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M )). (3.10)
Proof. Note that there is a canonical morphism in Db(D~X
op
):
D′
C~
X
F
L
⊗
C~
X
D~,X(M ) −→ D~,X(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M ). (3.11)
The morphism (3.10) is then obtained as a composition of morphisms:
f
!,~
(D′
C~
X
F
L
⊗
C~
X
D~,X(M )) −→ f !,~(D~,X(F
L
⊗
D~
X
M ))
−→ D~,Y (f !,~(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M )),
where the first arrow results from (3.11) and the second arrow results from (3.9).
Theorem 3.16. Let (M , F ) be a good f -elliptic pair over C~ and suppose
that f is proper when restricted to the support of (M , F ). Then, the canonical
morphism
f
!,~
(D′
C~
X
F
L
⊗
C~
X
D~,X(M )) −→ D~,Y (f !,~(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M )) (3.12)
is an isomorphism in Dbgd(D
~
Y
op
).
Proof. Set L1 = f !,~(D
′
C~
X
F
L
⊗
C~
X
D~,X(M )) and L2 = D~,Y (f !,~(F
L
⊗
C~
X
M )).
First note that both (M , F ) and (D~,XM ,D
′
C~
X
F ) are f -elliptic pairs that
verify the conditions of the finiteness theorem 3.9. Therefore L1 and L2 are
objects of Dbgd(D
~
Y
op
). Hence, by the conservativism of gr~ on coherent ob-
jects, it suffices to check that the induced morphism gr~(L1) −→ gr~(L2) is an
isomorphism in Dbgd(D
op
Y ). Consider the isomorphisms:
gr~(L1) ≃ f !(D
′
CX
gr~(F )⊗DX(gr~(M )))
gr~(L2) ≃ DY (f !(gr~(F )⊗CX gr~(M ))).
By the construction of the duality morphism, gr~(L1) −→ gr~(L2) is precisely
the duality morphism for f -elliptic pairs over C applied to (gr~ M , gr~ F ). We
conclude that gr~(L1) −→ gr~(L2) is an isomorphism in D
b
gd(DY
op) since the
pair (gr~ M , gr~ F ) is in the conditions of the duality theorem of [12] (see [12,
Theorem 5.15]).
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Remarks on particular cases. We can apply our theorems in some partic-
ular cases. This is similar to what is done in [12] and we leave out the details.
(i) For each M ∈ Dbcoh(D
~
X
op
) the pair (M ,C~X) forms an f -elliptic pair over
C~. Theorems 3.9 and 3.16 in this particular case give finiteness and duality
theorems (in the smooth case) for D~X -modules.
(ii) The classical finiteness theorem for coherent OX -modules (Grauert’s the-
orem) can be generalized to the ~-framework using similar arguments to those
employed in the proof of Theorem 3.9. A relative duality theorem for coherent
O~X -modules can also be proved under the condition f
−1O~Y
∼−−→ (f−1OY )
~. In
fact, with this condition one is able to construct a duality morphism using the
one from the OX -modules theory. Again the general idea is similar (in fact it
is easier) to that of Theorem 3.16, thus we don’t give further details. Let us
just remark that the isomorphism f−1O~Y
∼−−→ (f−1OY )
~ holds if f is smooth
(in Proposition 1.5, choose for B the family of open Stein subsets of Y ).
On the other hand, we can apply our theorems to elliptic pairs of the form
(F ⊗
O~
X
D~X ,C
~
X), F being an object of D
b
coh(O
~
X). However, unlike the D-
modules case in [12], it is not clear if we obtain the finiteness and duality results
for O~X -modules mentioned above. In other words, we don’t know what is the
relation bewteen f
!,~
(F⊗
O~
X
D~X) and Rf!(F )⊗O~
Y
D~Y . Only in the case f = aX
it becomes obvious these objects are isomorphic.
Note that in the case f = aX one gets absolute finiteness and duality results
for O~X -modules which are contained in the finiteness and duality results for
deformation-quantization modules of [7].
(iii) Consider the case f = aX . Let (M , F ) be a good aX -elliptic pair with
compact support. Then, Theorem 3.9 says that the cohomology modules of
the complex of global solutions of M on the generalized sheaf of holomorphic
functions associated to F are finitely generated over C~. In particular, we get
the following statement: if M is a good D~X -module with compact support, then
the cohomologies of RΓ(X ; Sol~(M )) are finitely generated over C
~.
(iv) Let X be the complexification of a real analytic manifold M and let
AM denote the sheaf of real analytic functions on M . Consider the following
sheaves of real analytic functions with ~-parameter:
AM,~ := C
~
M ⊗C~
X
O
~
X ≃ CM ⊗O
~
X , A
~
M := (CM ⊗OX)
~.
One has the isomorphism A ~M ≃ A
R~
M , since AM verifies the hypothesis of
Proposition 1.1 taking for B the family of all open subsets of M . Hence, both
AM,~ and A
~
M are concentrated in degree 0 and we can identify them to usual
sheaves. There is a natural monomorpism AM,~ →֒ A
~
M in Mod(D
~
X) which is
not an epimorphism (this morphism is a particular case of Lemma 3.4).
Let us consider the c-soft sheaf of hyperfunctions on M , defined by BM :=
RHom
CX
(CM ,OX). Since c-soft objects are Γ(K; )-injective for any compact
K ⊂ X , BM is ~-acyclic by Proposition 1.1. Hence:
B
R~
M ≃ B
~
M ≃ RHomC~
X
(D′
C~
X
C
~
M ,O
~
X).
Applying our theorems to aX -elliptic pairs of the form (M ,C
~
M ) we obtain:
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Corollary 3.17. Let M be an elliptic D~X-module on M .
(a) There is a commutative diagram of isomorphisms in Db(C~X):
RHom
D~
X
(M ,AM,~)
∼
//
∼
))❚❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
RHom
D~
X
(M ,A ~M )
∼

RHom
D~
X
(M ,B~M ).
(b) If M is compact and M ∈ Dbgd(D
~
X), then RΓ(M ; Ω
~
M
L
⊗
D~
M
M ) is the dual
of RΓ(M ; RHom
D~
M
(M ,BM,~)) and both objects belong to D
b
f (C
~).
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